
13 Investing Terms
 Every  Investor  Should  Know  By  Heart

 

Short
 

Long
 

Fiat   
Money

 

Nut
 

Pullback
 

Bagholder
 

FOMO
 

Arbitrage
 

Hunting  
Elephants

 

Babysitting
 

When   you   think   a   stock   is   going   to   go 
down,  so   you   borrow   and  sell  it  for 
its  current  value,  hoping  to  buy  it  back
when  the  price  goes  down  and   making  a
profit  on  the  margin.

 

When  you  believe  a  stock  will
appreciate   in   value   over   time,  so  you
buy   it   without   plans  to  sell  it  in  the
near  future.

 

The   total   cost  of   commissions   on   your
trades.   It's   the   amount   of   money  your
trades   cost   you,   regardless   of   yield. 

 

Means  a  decline   in   an   asset's  value.
Often    accompanied    by   the   words
"normal"  or   "healthy",   meaning   the
stock   was   expected   to   go   down   and 
will  soon  go    back  up. 

 

A   person   that   kept   an   asset   that
lost   all   of   its    value.

 

Stands   for  "Fear  Of  Missing  Out" - 
Making   an     investment    without   any 
analysis   because    everyone  else   is
investing    in    it.

 

A  term    popularized   by  Warren  Buffet,
meaning   an    investor   in   on   the  prowl 
 for a   big   deal.

 

Currency/ securities/ commodities   often 
  have    a    different    value    in different   
markets.   
When   you  arbitrage -  you  simultaneously 
 buy  and   sell them   to   make  a  profit  on  the 
different sell-value. 

 

When   you're   going   long   on   a   losing
stock,   hoping    it'll   go    back   up   and   you
get   an    even   trade. 
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"I   made  a  killing  on arbitraging   
                                                                            TRY/USD  to   USD/EUR"

 

"Joe's  really   hunting    for    elephants
since    his    last    long   tanked"

 

"You've   been   babysitting   that   stock  for 
6   months   now   and   it   keeps  tanking…"

 

"Oh   man,   I   had  such  a  weak  day  today.   
                                                                 I   barely  covered   my  nut!"

 

Used  to  indicate  when  the   market  is 
going   down.  Hard.  
 

"Uh   oh,   everything's  red!                                                 
                                                                  The   market's  tanking!"

 

a  currency  set  by  a  government  as
legal  tender  instead  of  gold.

  
Tanking

 

Buy  the  Dip
 

Buying   a   security   or   stock   when    it
goes   down    significantly,  to
capitalize   on   the   upswing   that  often 
 follows.

 

BLUE   CHIP
 

A   company   that   is   considered   to   be
high-quality.

 


